Statement tables celebrate material and craftsmanship with natural exposed Baltic Birch ply edge and crisp mitered construction. Bases feature built-in cable and wire management so you never have to compromise aesthetic.
## STATEMENT TABLE

### Base Details
- Base thickness is 2.75" Birch Ply, available with or without exposed core, base width is 6”
- Seated height as standard
- Includes a steel tube interior structure for cable management through the base
- Available in 16 standard laminates or 6 standard veneer finishes

### Base Depths
- 18", 24", 30", 36”

### For Table Depths
- 36” to 72”

### And Table Widths
- 72” to 240”

### Cable Routing
- Routing Hole in Leg
- Floor Cable Access (w/ Mousehole)

### Base Finish Options
- Finished All Sides
- Exposed Ply Core

Specifications subject to change without prior notice.
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